The regulation of thapsigargin-sensitive sarcoendoplasmic reticulum Ca(2+)-ATPase activity in estivation.
Estivation (aerobic dormancy) is characterized by sustained metabolic rate depression, which is crucial to survival in the face of unfavorable environmental conditions and enables the preservation of endogenous fuel reserves. Ion pumping is one of the most energetically taxing physiological processes in cells, and ion motive ATPases are likely loci to be differentially regulated in models of metabolic arrest. We proposed that the sarcoendoplasmic reticulum (SER) calcium-ATPase (SERCA) would be deactivated in the estivating desert snail Otala lactea, potentially contributing to the overall suppression of metabolism. SERCA kinetic parameters [decreased maximal velocities, increased substrate K (m) values, increased Arrhenius activation energy (E (a))] were indicative of a less active enzyme in the estivated state. Interestingly, the less active SERCA population in dormant snails featured greater kinetic (K (m) Mg.ATP versus temperature) and conformational (resistance to urea denaturation) stability than that in active snails. Western blotting confirmed that SERCA protein content did not change during estivation. In light of this observation, we proposed that estivation-dependent changes in SERCA activity was due to changes in SERCA phosphorylation state. In vitro studies promoting specific kinase or phosphatase action indicated that decreased SERCA activity in estivation was linked with endogenous kinase activity whereas reactivation of SERCA was facilitated by endogenous protein phosphatases (PP).